Abstract
Introduction
Caching and prefetching of data have been used to improve the speed of information access. In caching, copies of remote data are kept locally to reduce access time of repeatedly accessed data [11, 8] . In prefetching, access to remote data is anticipated and the data is fetched before it is required [6] . This is in contrast to demand fetch where data is fetched only when it is actually requested.
Prefetching can either be speculative or informed. In this paper we investigate speculative prefetching. Previous studies in speculative prefetching (see Section 1.1 Related work) focus on building access models and evaluating the performance of such models in predicting future accesses. While these models are important, they do not constitute a complete framework for building optimal prefetch strategies. We believe that, in addition to an access model, a prefetcher requires a resource model and a performance model. A resource model allows a prefetcher to predict the amount of available and required resources. A performance model allows a prefetcher to optimise the usage of resources and adapt well to changing resource conditions.
In this paper, we develop prefetching algorithms using a performance model. Our model presupposes some knowledge about future Under scholarship of Brunei government through Universiti Brunei Darussalam accesses. In particular, it has a list of candidate items for the next access. It also presupposes some knowledge about available and required resources. In particular, the time available for prefetching, the retrieval time for each item, and cache size are known.
Related work
Many recent studies in speculative prefetching assume persistence in trends of user request patterns. Tait [14] uses file access pattern based on the features of UNIX-style operating system where every program gives rise to a tree of forked processes that access some files. Vitter [16] uses data compression techniques to build an access tree that can make optimal predictions if the accesses are generated by a Markov process.
Speculative prefetching has been proposed for improving web access [1, 5, 9] . Padmanabhan [9] suggests server-side prediction of document access. The server builds a dependency graph where each link is labelled with the probability of the follow-up access being made. In the ETEL electronic newspaper project [1] , the client builds a patterned frequency graph that contains a path for each sequence of accesses. Jiang [5] combines server-side and client-side prediction for web browsing. Jiang suggests an adaptive prefetching scheme based on a performance model that considers network usage time and user's waiting time.
In [15] , we investigate the performance of speculative prefetching under a model in which prefetching is neither aborted nor preempted by demand fetch but instead gets equal priority in network bandwidth utilisation.
Prefetching competes for memory resources with caching. We found excellent work on the integration of informed prefetching and caching [2, 10] , but we found no analogous published articles in speculative prefetching.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the parameters in our model and defines the performance metric, namely access improvement, that we want to optimise. In Section 3 we derive a formula for access improvement when the cache is empty. In Section 4, we present a solution, in the form of an algorithm, for maximising access improvement. In Section 5, the cache content is incorporated into the analysis. In Section 6, we highlight the main points of this research and suggest future work.
Model
The opportunity for prefetching comes when an application is waiting for the user input or carrying out some processing. For convenience, we shall refer to the time of such opportunity as the viewing time. We use the term retrieval time to refer to the time to fully retrieve an item. When a remote item is actually requested, the network may appear to be more responsive if the requested item has been prefetched and is already partially or fully retrieved. We use the term access time to refer to the response time to an actual request. The terminology we use for the time durations is illustrated in Figure 1 . When a request is made while a prefetch of a different item is still in progress, and thus necessitating a demand fetch, we assume that the prefetch completes before the demand fetch. A wrong prefetch may thus increase the access time.
We want to maximise the expected improvement in access time, referred to simply as access improvement. Access improvement, denoted by g, is defined as ET no prefetch , ET prefetch where T x is the access time given condition x.
We shall confine our analysis to one-access look-ahead. Thus, the prefetch strategy we formulate will be a greedy one in the sense that it tries to optimise the performance of the next single access without considering the effect of its decision further into the future.
Notation:
We use h i to enclose a list of items and use this F O N T for list names. R S is the concatenation of R and S. jRj is the number of elements in R. The symbols for set operations -2; ; and n -are used for list operations with their usual respective meanings. Items that might be accessed are uniquely numbered and they are referred to by their numbers. We use the following symbols: n for the number of items, N for h1; : : : ; n i which is the list of all items, v for the viewing time, r i for the retrieval time of item i, and P i for P = i, where is a random variable denoting the item to be accessed next.
Prefetch only
We begin by assuming that the cache is empty. We shall use the symbols T and g for access time and access improvement, respectively, when the cache is empty. Let the list of items to be prefetched, F, be constructed as follows:
The items are prefetched in sequence so that z is the last item to be prefetched. Note that this construction is general and requires only that F is not empty and all prefetches are initiated before the next request is made. We specify the construction for F more for notation rather than restriction.
When no prefetch is performed, the access time equals the retrieval time of the requested item. Hence, the expected access time is
When F is prefetched, its retrieval time may exceed the viewing time. We refer to the amount by which the retrieval time of F exceeds the viewing time as the stretch time and denote it as stF. This is defined as
As shown in Figure 2 , the access time when F is prefetched can be:
T prefetch F; 2K = 0 , T prefetch F; =z = stF, or T prefetch F; 6 2F = stF + r . Hence, the expected access time is 
Stretch knapsack problem
Assuming the cache is empty, the optimal list of items to prefetch can be obtained by solving the following problem:
Find F to maximise g F (4) We refer to the problem in (4) as the stretch knapsack problem (SKP). SKP is like a binary knapsack problem (KP) [7] where the profit and the weight of item i are P i r i and r i respectively, and the knapsack capacity is v. However, unlike KP, the total weights of items inserted into the stretch knapsack may exceed its capacity, causing it to stretch by an amount of stF.
Anatomy of search space
The search space for KP consists of all the possible combinations of the items. The search space for SKP is a superset of the search space for KP. The former includes not only different combinations of the items, but also certain permutations of some of these combinations. In particular, if stF 0 and F is a permutation of F, then it is possible that g F 6 = g F . 
Theorem 1 allows us to confine the search space to permutations where the items are sorted in descending order of probability. Equally probable items are sub-sorted in increasing retrieval times. Henceforth, we shall assume P i P i+1 or P i = P i+1 and r i r i+1
Relaxation and upper bound
SKP is an integer programming problem. In the context of prefetching, an item is either entirely prefetched or not at all. By allowing items to be partially prefetched, we obtain the linear programming relaxation of SKP (linear SKP). Let x i , where 0 x i 1, be the proportion of item i that is prefetched. We use x without the subscript to refer to the entire array x 1 ; : : : ; x n . Let z be the last item to be prefetched. x is the solution to the linear programming relaxation of KP where the profit and the weight of item i are P i r i and r i respectively, and the knapsack capacity is v. Hence this is also the solution to (6) whenstx = 0. We are left with the case ofstx 0 to prove.
Suppose the optimal solution is x wherestx 0 and the last item inserted into the knapsack is z . But if we decrease the value of x z by " while maintainingstx 0, the value ofg changes by an amount of 1 , P i2K P i , P z r z ", which is greater or equal to zero. Thus we have obtained a better or an equally good solution. We can iterate to obtain an even better (or an equally good) solution.
At the limit ofstx ! 0, we can apply the Dantzig's Theorem.
Since SKP solution space is a subset of linear SKP solution space, a tight upper bound on g is given by,
An algorithm for exact solution
Our algorithm for the exact solution of SKP is shown in Figure 3 . We shall refer to it simply as the SKP algorithm. It is based on Horowitz-Sahni algorithm for KP [4] . Theorem 3 g F = g K + where = P z r z , 1 , P i2K P i stF, and F, K and z are as defined in (1) .
Proof: From (3), g F = P i2F P i r i , P i2N nK P i stF and g K = P i2K P i r i (since stK = 0 ). The theorem follows.
The SKP algorithm assumes that the items are sorted according to 5. It performs forward moves and backtracking moves. A forward move consists of inserting as many consecutive items as possible to raise the value of g , using the formula in Theorem 3 to calculate it incrementally. When an item causes g to decrease, it is excluded and the upper bound of the currently constructed solution is computed. If the upper bound is lower than the value of the best solution so far, the algorithm backtracks; otherwise it performs a deeper forward move. When the knapsack stretches to accommodate an item (or when no item remains), the current solution is complete with the remaining items deemed excluded. A backtracking move consists of removing the last inserted item from the solution. 
E ect of stretch time
The SKP algorithm optimises the list of items to prefetch for the next single access. Accesses further into the future are disregarded. In particular, the stretch time may intrude into the next viewing time and thus reducing the asset for the next prefetch.
To investigate the effect of the use of stretch time, we perform 'prefetch only' simulation. In the 'prefetch only' simulation the cache is used only for prefetching items. Once a request is satisfied the cache is flushed out. The simulation consists of running 50,000 iterations through the following steps: 1) generate n; P; r and v randomly, 2) prefetch, 3) generate a random request, 4) calculate access time, 5) output v and T . The values for P are generated using two different methods: skewy method and flat method. The skewy method generates a situation where the next request is highly predictable. The flat method results in a less predictable situation.
Four different prefetch methods are employed in the simulation:
SKP prefetch, KP prefetch, perfect prefetch and no prefetch. The SKP prefetch and the KP prefetch use, respectively, the SKP solution and the KP solution to select items for prefetch. The perfect prefetch always prefetches the correct item. Figure 4 shows scatter plots of T against v for the SKP prefetch and the KP prefetch. The negative effect of using stretch time can be seen in Figure 4a where some points appear above T = 30 even though the maximum value for r is only 30. On the other hand, the more conservative approach of the KP prefetch may result in under utilisation of the viewing time, as can be seen in Figure 4c . The dense triangular area above the line T = v can be explained by failure to prefetch highly probable items whose retrieval times exceed v. Figure 5 shows the average access time against v. In Figures 5a and 5c, for which the skewy method is used, the performances of the SKP prefetch is slightly better than that of the KP prefetch. The exception is when v is small where the SKP prefetch performs worse than no prefetch. In Figures 5b and 5d , for which the flat method is used, the performances of the SKP prefetch and the KP prefetch are almost the same. Increasing the number of items from 10 to 25 has the effect of increasing the average access time. The increase is expected; in the extreme case when n = 1 and there is no clearly dominating items, any speculative prefetch will be in vain. 
Each plot is obtained by running the 'prefetch only' simulation for 50000 iterations.
The simulation parameters are: n = 10 and 25, v ranges from 1 to 100 (though the plot is clipped at v = 5 0 ), r ranges from 1 to 30, and P is generated using the skewy method for figures (a) and (c), and the flat method for figures (b) and (d). 
Prefetch and cache
In this section, we consider the cache not empty. Items to be prefetched must contest the items already in the cache. We first derive a formula for access improvement, gF; D, where F is the list of prefetched items, and D is the list of items ejected from the cache.
We then discuss how to solve the following problem:
Find hF; Dito maximise gF; D (8) 
Access improvement
Let F be constructed as in (1) except that now F cannot have any elements in common with the cache, C. 
Maximising g
The complexity of the search space for the problem in (8) is the same as that of SKP. However, we have not been able to come up with a bounding technique to subdue its combinatorial explosion. So we will settle for a suboptimal solution. Furthermore, we shall assume that item sizes are equal. Consequently, the number of prefetched items must equal the number of ejected items, i.e. jFj = jDj.
Equation (9) suggests the following method. First, using SKP algorithm, find F to maximise g F. Then find D to minimise P i2D P i r i , P i2CnD P i stF, which we will refer to as anti-g.
The minimisation problem can simply be solved by sorting C in ascending order of P i r i + stF and taking the first jFj elements. There may exist f 2 F and d 2 D such that the contribution of f to g F is less than the contribution of d to anti-g. In this case hF n h fi ; D n h dii is a better solution than hF; Di. So we must include an arbitration step to prevent ejection of an item from the cache by a less-worthy replacement.
For the purpose of arbitration, we assume that stF is zero so that item f 2 F contributes P f r f to g F and item d 2 D contributes P d r d to anti-g. Item f can only be prefetched if it can find a victim d such that P d r d = min i2C P i r i and P f r f P d r d . Demand-fetched item, however, must have a victim and only requires the first condition. We call this P r -arbitration. Our algorithm to maximise g is shown in Figure 6 . To choose from among potential victims that have the same P r value, we employ a sub-arbitration. For this purpose, we define for each item a value called delay-saving profit as freq i r i , where freq i is the frequency of accesses to item i. This formula is a simplified form of the one used by WATCHMAN cache [12] and its web-related spawn [13] . When sub-arbitration is required, we choose the item with the lowest delay-saving profit. We call this DS-arbitration. Admittedly, while everything else is meticulously derived to solve problem (8), the sub-arbitration is included ad-hoc.
Performance
We found no published prefetching techniques that can be used as a fair yardstick against our work. This is partly because of its assumption of equal item sizes and partly because our emphasis is different from previous work by other people (see Section 1.1). The experiment in this section, therefore, only serves to gain insight especially on the effect of sub-arbitration, which is an ad-hoc inclusion.
We use Monte Carlo simulation to see how SKP with arbitration performs. We simulate five different prefetch-cache policies: 1) No+P r : no prefetch is performed and P r -arbitration is used to select cache victims, 2) KP+P r : KP solution is used with P rarbitration, 3) SKP+P r : SKP solution is used with P r -arbitration, 4) SKP+P r +LFU: Same as previous one, with sub-arbitration using LFU (least frequently used), 5)SKP+P r +DS: Same as previous one, except DS-arbitration is used instead of LFU. Figure 7 shows the result of the simulation. The figure confirms that SKP prefetch performs better than KP prefetch. Adding subarbitration clearly improves the result. We are not surprised that SKP+P r +DS gives the best result. P r -arbitration protects immediate candidates and DS-arbitration keeps in cache the items that would otherwise consume too much network time. Each curve is plotted by joining 100 points. Each point is obtained by generating 50000 requests and taking the average access time. The requests are generated using a 100-state Markov source. When going to state i, the Markov source generates a request for item i and, after the request is served, it waits for the duration of v i , where 1 v i 100, before changing to another state. The state transition matrix is constructed such that there are 10 to 20 possible transitions from any state. Retrieval times for items are between 1 to 30. We vary cache size from 1 to 100. 
Conclusions and further work
We have presented in this paper a performance model for speculative prefetching, incorporating resources (retrieval time, viewing time and cache) and access prediction (probabilities for next access). A prefetching algorithm is developed to maximise access improvement. The algorithm uses theoretically proven apparatus to reduce its search space. We integrate the prefetching algorithm with cache replacement using a two-stage arbitration. However, we assume uniform size for all items. We are currently addressing this limitation.
The SKP algorithm considers only one access ahead. Obviously, looking ahead deeper will improve the performance. However, the complexity of the problem can be daunting.
